Objectives

After completing this section, you should be able to

1. explain how covalent bonds are formed as a result of the ability of atoms to share electrons.
2. draw Lewis structures (also known as Lewis formulas or electron-dot formulas) of simple species, such as CH₄, H₂O, H₃O⁺, CH₃OH, and NH₃, without the aid of a periodic table.
3. draw structural formulas (i.e., Kekulé structures or line-bond structures) of simple species without the aid of a periodic table.
4. describe the formation of covalent bonds in terms of the overlapping of atomic orbitals.

Key Terms

Make certain that you can define, and use in context, the key terms below.

- bond strength
- covalent bond
- ionic bond
- Lewis structure
- lone-pair electron
- non-bonding electron
- sigma (σ) bond
- pi (π) bond
- valence bond theory

Study Notes

To draw Lewis structures successfully, you need to know the number of valence electrons present in each of the atoms involved. Memorize the number of valence electrons possessed by each of the elements commonly encountered in organic chemistry: C, H, O, N, S, P and the halogens.

Ionic bonding

**Ions** are atoms or molecules which are electrically charged. **Cations** are positively charged and **anions** carry a negative charge. Ions form when atoms gain or lose electrons. Since electrons are negatively charged, an atom that loses one or more electrons will become positively charged; an atom that gains one or more electrons becomes negatively charged.

Ionic bonding is the attraction between positively- and negatively-charged ions. These oppositely charged ions attract each other to form ionic networks (or lattices). Electrostatics explains why this happens: opposite charges attract and like charges repel. When many ions attract each other, they form large, ordered, crystal lattices in which each ion is surrounded by ions of the opposite charge. Generally, when metals react with non-metals, electrons are transferred from the metals to the non-metals. The metals form positively-charged ions and the non-metals form negatively-charged ions.
Ionic bonds form when metals and non-metals chemically react. By definition, a metal is relatively stable if it loses electrons to form a complete valence shell and becomes positively charged. Likewise, a non-metal becomes more stable by gaining electrons to complete its valence shell and become negatively charged. When metals and non-metals react, the metals lose electrons by transferring them to the non-metals, which gain them. Consequently, ions are formed, which instantly attract each other—ionic bonding.

Example 1.5.1: Sodium Chloride

For example, in the reaction of Na (sodium) and Cl (chlorine), each Cl atom takes one electron from a Na atom. Therefore each Na becomes a Na⁺ cation and each Cl atom becomes a Cl⁻ anion. Due to their opposite charges, the ions of sodium and chloride attract each other to form an ionic lattice. The formula (ratio of positive to negative ions) in the lattice is NaCl.

For full video of making NaCl from sodium metal and chlorine gase, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVonuBjCrNo. These ions are arranged in solid NaCl in a regular three-dimensional arrangement (or lattice):

![NaCl lattice](image)

*Figure: NaCl lattice. (left) 3-D structure and (right) simple 2D slice through lattes. Images used with permission from Wikipedia and Mike Blaber.*

The chlorine has a high affinity for electrons, and the sodium has a low ionization potential. Thus the chlorine gains an electron from the sodium atom. This can be represented using *electron-dot symbols* (here we will consider one chlorine atom, rather than Cl₂):
The arrow indicates the transfer of the electron from sodium to chlorine to form the Na\(^+\) metal ion and the Cl\(^-\) chloride ion. Each ion now has an **octet** of electrons in its **valence** shell:

- Na\(^+\): 2s\(^2\)2p\(^6\)
- Cl\(^-\): 3s\(^2\)3p\(^6\)

**The importance of noble gas structures**

A lot of importance is attached to the electronic structures of noble gases like neon or argon which have eight electrons in their outer energy levels (or two in the case of helium). These noble gas structures are thought of as being in some way a "desirable" thing for an atom to have. You may well have been left with the strong impression that when other atoms react, they try to achieve noble gas structures. As well as achieving noble gas structures by transferring electrons from one atom to another as in ionic bonding, it is also possible for atoms to reach these stable structures by sharing electrons to give covalent bonds.

---

**Chemical Bonds**

Chemical bonds are the attractive forces that hold atoms together in the form of compounds. They are formed when electrons are shared between two atoms. There are 3 types of bonds: **covalent bonds**, **polar covalent bonds** and **ionic bonds**. The simplest example of bonding can be demonstrated by the H\(_2\) molecule. We can see from the periodic table that each hydrogen atom has a single electron. If 2 hydrogen atoms come together to form a bond, then each hydrogen atom effectively has a share in both electrons and thus each resembles a noble gas and is more stable. The 2 electrons that are shared can be represented either by 2 dots or a single dash between the atoms.

\[ \text{H} \cdot + \cdot \text{H} \longrightarrow \text{H} : \text{H} \text{ or } \text{H} - \text{H} \]

Valence bond theory describes a chemical bond as the overlap of atomic orbitals. In the case of the hydrogen molecule, the 1s orbital of one hydrogen atom overlaps with the 1s orbital of the second hydrogen atom to form a molecular orbital called a **sigma bond**. Attraction increases as the distance between the atoms gets closer but nuclear-nuclear repulsion becomes important if the atoms approach too close.
There are 3 methods of showing the formulas of molecules. Molecular formulas show only the types and numbers of atoms in the molecule. Structural formulas show the atoms in their correct placement in the molecule and allow for distinguishing isomers. Electron-dot formulas are similar to structural formulas but also include all of the non-bonding outer electrons. Knowledge of electron placement allows us to understand not only the shape of molecules but their chemical character. If we understand the chemical character of a molecule, we can predict how it will react with other molecules without having to blindly memorize reactions.

Covalent bonds and Lewis structures

Edit section

Lewis structures, also known as Lewis-dot diagrams, show the bonding relationship between atoms of a molecule and the lone pairs of electrons in the molecule. Lewis structures can also be useful in predicting molecular geometry in conjunction with hybrid orbitals. A compound may have multiple resonance forms that are also all correct Lewis structures. This section will discuss the rules for correctly writing Lewis structures.

Before we begin, there are a few things to know. An electron is represented as a dot. A bond, which is made up of 2 shared electrons, is represented by two dots between the bonded atoms or a line. Double bonds and triple bonds are represented as two and three lines (pairs of electrons), respectively. Lone pairs on the outer rims of an atom are represented as two dots. The electrons represented in a Lewis structure are the outer-shell electrons, which are called valence electrons. This is because they are the ones involved in chemical reactions.

While alkali metals (such as sodium and potassium), alkaline earth metals (such as magnesium and calcium), and halogens (such as fluorine and chlorine) often form ions in order to achieve a full octet, the principle elements of organic chemistry - carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen - instead tend to fill their second shell orbitals by sharing electrons with other atoms, forming what we call covalent bonds. Consider the simplest case of hydrogen gas. An isolated hydrogen atom has only one electron, located in the 1s orbital. If two hydrogen atoms come close enough so that their respective 1s orbitals overlap, the two electrons can be shared between the two nuclei, and a covalently bonded H₂ molecule is formed. In the ‘Lewis method’, each pair of electrons that is shared between two atoms is drawn as a single line, designating a single covalent bond.

\[
\text{H} \cdot \quad \cdot \text{H} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{H}:\text{H} \quad \text{or} \quad \text{H} \equiv \text{H}
\]

\(\text{two hydrogen atoms} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{hydrogen molecule (H}_2\text{)}\)

Hydrogen represents is a special case, of course – a hydrogen atom cannot fulfill the octet rule; it needs only two electrons to have a full shell (you could think of this as the ‘doublet rule’ for hydrogen).

One of the simplest organic molecules is methane with the molecular formula CH₄. Methane is the ‘natural gas’ burned in home furnaces and hot water heaters, as well as in electrical power generating plants. To illustrate the covalent bonding in methane using the Lewis method, we first must recognize that, although a carbon atom has a total of six electrons, the two electrons in the inner 1s orbital do not participate in bonding interactions. It is the other four- those in the 2s and 2p orbitals - that form covalent bonds with other atoms. Only the partially occupied, highest energy shell of orbitals - in this case the 2s and 2p orbitals - can overlap with orbitals on other atoms to form covalent bonds. Electrons...
in these orbitals are termed ‘valence electrons’.

A carbon atom, then, has four valence electrons with which to form covalent bonds. In order to fulfill the octet rule and increase the occupancy of its second shell to eight electrons, it must participate in four electron-sharing interactions - in other words, it must form four covalent bonds. In a methane molecule, the central carbon atom shares its four valence electrons with four hydrogen atoms, thus forming four bonds and fulfilling the octet rule (for the carbon) and the ‘doublet rule’ (for each of the hydrogens).

The next relatively simple organic molecule to consider is ethane, which has the molecular formula C₂H₆. If we draw each atom with its valence electron(s) separately, we can see that the octet/doublet rule can be fulfilled for all of them by forming one carbon-carbon bond and six carbon-hydrogen bonds.

The same approach can be used for molecules in which there is no carbon atom. In a water molecule, two of the six valence electrons on the oxygen atom are used to form bonds to hydrogen atoms, while the remaining four are non-bonding ‘lone pairs’.

Exercise 1.5.1

Draw the Lewis structure for ammonia, NH₃.
What about multiple bonds? The molecular formula for ethene (also known as ethylene, a compound found in fruits, such as apples, that signals them to ripen) is C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}. Arranging the atoms and surrounding them with their valence electrons, you can see that the octet/doublet rule can be fulfilled for all atoms only if the two carbons share two pairs of electrons between them - in other words, only if a double bond is formed.

Because a hydrogen atom has only a 1\textit{s} orbital to work with, it cannot form more than one single bond, otherwise it would exceed its doublet rule.

Following this pattern, the triple bond in ethyne molecular formula C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}, (also known as acetylene, the fuel used in welding torches), is formed when the two carbon atoms share three pairs of electrons between them.

What about ions? The hydroxide ion, OH\textsuperscript{-}, is drawn simply by showing the oxygen atom with its six valence electrons, then adding one more electron to account for the negative charge. Now the oxygen has three non-bonding lone pairs, and can only form one bond to a hydrogen. (Bear in mind that this is merely a description of the \textit{thought process} going into drawing a Lewis structure, and is not meant to describe any actual chemical process).

To draw a Lewis structure of the hydronium ion, H\textsubscript{3}O\textsuperscript{+}, you again start with the oxygen atom with its six valence electrons, then take one away to account for the positive charge (there is now one more proton than there are electrons). The oxygen now can form bonds to three hydrogen atoms.

Exercise 1.5.2

Draw a Lewis structure for the ammonium ion, NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+}. 

---

**Answer:**
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ammonia
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Exercise 1.5.2

Draw a Lewis structure for the ammonium ion, NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+}. 

---
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Exercise 1.5.3

Draw Lewis structures for neutral molecules with the connectivity shown below. Show all lone pairs. The octet rule should be fulfilled for all atoms.

---

a) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
H & & H \\
C & C & C & H \\
H & H & H & \\
\end{array}
\]

b) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
H & & O \\
C & C & C & C & C & H \\
H & H & H & \\
\end{array}
\]

c) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
H & & H \\
O & O & O \\
H & C & C & C & H \\
H & H & \\
\end{array}
\]

d) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
H & & C \\
C & C & N \\
C & C & C & H \\
O & H & \\
\end{array}
\]

(this molecule contains a six-membered ring)
Formal charges

Consider the Lewis structure of methanol, CH$_3$OH (methanol is the so-called ‘wood alcohol’ that unscrupulous bootleggers sometimes sold during the Prohibition days, often causing the people who drank it to go blind). Just like in a water molecule, the oxygen atom in a methanol molecule has two non-bonding lone pairs of electrons. And just like a water molecule can be protonated to form the H$_3$O$^+$ cation, a methanol molecule can be protonated to form the CH$_3$OH$_2^+$ cation.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{C} \quad \text{O} \\
\text{H} \\
\end{array} \quad \rightarrow \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{C} \quad \text{O} \\
\text{H} \\
\end{array}^+ \\
\quad = \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{C} \quad \text{O} \\
\text{H} \\
\end{array}
\]

This polyatomic cation, as you can see, has an overall charge of +1. But we can be more specific than that - we can also state that the positive charge is located specifically on the oxygen atom, rather than on the carbon or any of the hydrogens. When a charge can be located on a particular atom in a polyatomic ion, this atom is said to have a ‘formal charge’. Figuring out the formal charge on different atoms of a polyatomic ion is a straightforward process - it's simply a matter of adding up valence electrons. Remember that an oxygen atom needs six valence electrons (in addition to the two electrons in the non-valence 1s orbital) to completely balance the charge of the eight protons in its nucleus. Let's figure out how many electrons the oxygen atom in our CH$_3$OH$_2^+$ ion ‘owns’.
First, we see that there is one lone pair of electrons that the oxygen is not sharing with any other atom - thus it 'owns' both of these electrons. In addition, the oxygen atom is sharing one pair of electrons each with three other atoms - since these electrons are shared, we decide that oxygen 'owns' one electron from each pair, meaning that it owns three bonding electrons. In total then, the oxygen owns five valence electrons: two non-bonding and three bonding. This is one short of the six valence electrons needed to achieve neutrality - thus the oxygen atom has a formal charge of +1.

What is the formal charge, if any, on the other atoms? The carbon needs to 'own' four valence electrons (once again, in addition to the two electrons in its 1s orbital) in order to balance the six protons in its nucleus. Because the carbon atom has four single bonds in this structure, and no lone pairs, it does indeed own four electrons (remember that it owns one of each pair of electrons that it shares in a covalent bond). So the carbon has a formal charge of zero.

Each hydrogen needs to own only one electron to balance the charge of its single proton. Indeed, in the CH₃OH₂⁺ structure, each hydrogen atom has one single bond, meaning that each one owns one electron. Thus all of the hydrogen atoms have formal charges of zero. Notice that, as you would expect, the sum of the formal charges of all the atoms in the ion equals the total charge on the ion - this will always be true for every example you encounter, and is a good way to check to make sure you are figuring individual formal charges correctly.

An abbreviated formula for determining formal charges can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{formal charge} = (\# \text{ valence electrons}) - (\# \text{ non-bonding electrons}) - \left( \frac{1}{2} \# \text{ bonding electrons} \right)
\]

When drawing structures, it is very important to show all non-zero formal charges, being clear about where the charges are located. When all non-zero formal charges are shown in the structure, the overall charge on an ion does not need to be indicated - that information is obvious from the sum of the formal charges.

At this point, thinking back to what you learned in general chemistry, you are probably asking "What about dipoles? Doesn’t an oxygen atom in an O-H bond ‘own’ more of the electron density than the hydrogen, because of its greater electronegativity?" You are absolutely correct, and we will be reviewing the concept of dipoles later on. For the purpose of calculating formal charges, however, dipoles don’t matter - we always consider the two electrons in a bond to be shared equally, even if that is not an accurate reflection of chemical reality. Formal charges are just that - a formality, a method of electron book-keeping that is tied into the Lewis system for drawing the structures of organic compounds and ions. Later, however, we will see how the concept can help us to visualize how organic molecules react.

Exercise 1.5.4

Label all non-zero formal charges on the molecules/ions below. All atoms have a full octet of electrons (lone pairs are not
Hybridization of Atomic Orbitals and the Shape of Molecules

If the four hydrogen atoms in a methane molecule, CH₄, were bound to the three 2p orbitals and the 2s orbital of the carbon atom, the H-C-H bond angles would be 90° for 3 of the hydrogen atoms and the 4th hydrogen atom would be at 135° from the others. Experimental evidence has shown that the bond angles in methane are not arranged that way but are 109.5° giving the overall shape of a tetrahedron. The tetrahedral structure makes much more sense in that hydrogen atoms would naturally repel each other due to their negative electron clouds and form this shape. If you think electron-electron repulsion isn't significant, try walking through a wall! There is plenty of space for your nuclei to pass through the nuclei of the wall material but ouch, it just doesn't work that way.

Experimental evidence has also shown that the H-N-H bond angles in ammonia (NH₃) are 107° and the H-O-H bond angles in water are 105°. It is clear from these bond angles that the non-bonding pairs of electrons occupy a reasonable amount of space and are pushing the hydrogen atoms closer together compared to the angles found in methane.
The valence shell electron-pair repulsion model (VSEPR) was devised to account for these molecular shapes. In this model, atoms and pairs of electrons will be arranged to minimize the repulsion of these atoms and pairs of electrons. Since the non-bonded electron pairs are held somewhat closer to the nucleus than the attached hydrogen atoms, they tend to crowd the hydrogen atoms. Thus ammonia exists as a distorted tetrahedron (trigonal pyramidal) rather than a trigonal plane and water also exists as a distorted tetrahedron (bent) rather than a linear molecule with the hydrogen atoms at a 180º bond angle.

This concept proposes that since the attached groups are not at the angles of the p orbitals and their atomic orbitals would not have maximum overlap (to form strong bonds) the s and p orbitals will be hybridized to match the bond angles of the attached groups.

**The number of these new hybrid orbitals must be equal to the numbers of atoms and non-bonded electron pairs surrounding the central atom!**

This valence shell repulsion model can be illustrated at home with a very fun experiment!

Example 1.5.5: Methane

In the case of methane, the three 2p orbitals of the carbon atom are combined with its 2s orbital to form four new orbitals called $sp^3$ hybrid orbitals. The name is simply a tally of all the orbitals that were blended together to form these new hybrid orbitals. Four hybrid orbitals were required since there are four atoms attached to the central carbon atom. These new orbitals will have an energy slightly above the 2s orbital and below the 2p orbitals as shown in the following illustration. Notice that no change occurred with the 1s orbital.

These hybrid orbitals have 75% p-character and 25% s-character which gives them a shape that is shorter and fatter than a p-orbital. The new shape looks a little like...

A stick and wedge drawing of methane shows the tetrahedral angles. The wedge is coming out of the paper and the
Example 1.5.6: Ammonia

In the case of ammonia, the three 2p orbitals of the nitrogen atom are combined with the 2s orbital to form four sp³ hybrid orbitals. We need a hybrid orbital for each atom and the pair of non-bonding electrons. Ammonia has three hydrogen atoms and one non-bonded pair of electrons when we draw the electron-dot formula. In order to determine the hybridization of an atom, you must first draw the electron-dot formula.

A stick and wedge drawing of ammonia showing the non-bonding electrons in a probability area for the hybrid orbital...

A space-filling model of ammonia would look like...(Note the non-bonded electron pair is not shown in this model.)
Example 1.5.7: Water

In the case of water, the three 2p orbitals of the oxygen atom are combined with the 2s orbital to form four $sp^3$ hybrid orbitals. The two non-bonded electron pairs will occupy hybrid orbitals. Again we need a hybrid orbital for each atom and each pair of non-bonding electrons. Water has two hydrogen atoms and two non-bonded pairs of electrons when we draw the electron-dot formula.

A stick and wedge drawing of water showing the non-bonding electron pairs in probability areas for the hybrid orbital...

A space-filling model of water would look like...(Note the non-bonded electron pairs are not shown in this model.)
Example 1.5.8: Boron Trifluoride

Now let's look at something a bit different. In the boron trifluoride molecule, only three groups are arranged around the central boron atom. In this case, the 2s orbital is combined with only two of the 2p orbitals (since we only need three hybrid orbitals for the three groups...thinking of groups as atoms and non-bonding pairs) forming three hybrid orbitals called \( sp^2 \) hybrid orbitals. The other p-orbital remains non-hybridized and is at right angles to the trigonal planar arrangement of the hybrid orbitals. The trigonal planar arrangement has bond angles of 120°.

In the following stick model, the empty p orbital is shown as the probability area...one end shaded blue and the other is white...there are no electrons in this orbital!

A space-filling model of boron trifluoride would look like...

Example 1.5.9: Beryllium Dichloride

Finally let's look at beryllium dichloride. Since only two groups are attached to beryllium, we only will have two hybrid orbitals. In this case, the 2s orbital is combined with only one of the 2p orbitals to yield two \( sp \) hybrid orbitals. The two hybrid orbitals will be arranged as far apart as possible from each other with the result being a linear arrangement. The two non-hybridized p-orbitals stay in their respective positions (at right angles to each other) and perpendicular to the linear molecule.
In the following stick model, the empty p orbitals are shown as the probability areas...one green and one blue.

A space-filling model of beryllium dichloride would look like...

**Summary of Hybridization**

In the following summary, groups are considered to be atoms and/or pairs of electrons and hybrid orbitals are the red lines and wedges. When the octet of an element is exceeded, then hybridization will involve d-orbitals. Non-hybridized p-orbitals are shown as probability areas in blue and green for sp hybridization and blue for sp\(^2\) hybridization. A single electron as found in a radical would occupy an non-hybridized p-orbital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Groups Attached to a Central Atom</th>
<th>Description and 3-Dimensional Shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hybridization Involving Multiple Bonds

Only a maximum of two electrons can occupy any orbital whether it is an atomic orbital or a molecular orbital due to electron-electron repulsion. When we draw a double or a triple-bond between two atoms, we imply that either four or six electrons are directly between these two atoms. Since this is impossible, we must have these extra electrons off to the side in what we refer to as pi bonds. Therefore, all multiple bonds are composed of two different kinds of molecular bonds called pi bonds and sigma bonds.

- The sigma (σ) bond is defined as the linear overlap of atomic orbitals in which two electrons are directly between the two bonded nuclei.
- Pi (π) bonds are defined as the parallel overlap of p-orbitals. A double bond has one sigma bond and one pi bond. A triple bond thus consists of a sigma bond and two pi bonds with the pi bonds in different planes.

Example 1.5.10: Ethene

In the ethene molecule, C₂H₄, both carbon atoms will be sp² hybridized and have one unpaired electron in a non-hybridized p-orbital.
These p-orbitals will undergo parallel overlap and form one pi bond with bean-shaped probability areas above and below the plane of the six atoms. This pair of bean-shaped probability areas constitutes one pi bond and the pair of electrons in this bond can be found in either bean-shaped area.

The 3-dimensional model of ethene is planar with H-C-H and H-C-C bond angles of 120º...the pi bond is not shown in this picture.

Example 1.5.11: Acetylene

Now let's look at acetylene, C₂H₂. Both carbon atoms will be sp hybridized and have one electron in each of two non-hybridized p-orbitals.

These p orbitals will undergo parallel overlap to form two pi bonds at right angles to each other.
The 3-dimensional model of acetylene is therefore linear...the pi bonds are not shown in this picture.

The Relationship between Bond Order and Bond Energy

**Edit section**

Triple bonds between like atoms are shorter than double bonds, and because more energy is required to completely break all three bonds than to completely break two, a triple bond is also stronger than a double bond. Similarly, double bonds between like atoms are stronger and shorter than single bonds. Bonds of the same order between different atoms show a wide range of bond energies, however. Table 1.5.1 lists the average values for some commonly encountered bonds. Although the values shown vary widely, we can observe four trends:

**Table 1.5.1: Average Bond Energies (kJ/mol) for Commonly Encountered Bonds at 273 K**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Single Bonds</th>
<th>Multiple Bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H–H 432</td>
<td>C–C 346</td>
<td>N–N ≈167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–C 411</td>
<td>C–Si 318</td>
<td>N–O 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–Si 318</td>
<td>C–N 305</td>
<td>N–F 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–N 386</td>
<td>C–O 358</td>
<td>N–Cl 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–P ≈322</td>
<td>C–S 272</td>
<td>N–Br 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–O 459</td>
<td>C–F 485</td>
<td>P–P 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–S 363</td>
<td>C–Cl 327</td>
<td>S–F 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–F 565</td>
<td>C–Br 285</td>
<td>S–Cl 255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Bonds between hydrogen and atoms in the same column of the periodic table decrease in strength as we go down the column. Thus an H–F bond is stronger than an H–I bond, H–C is stronger than H–Si, H–N is stronger than H–P, H–O is stronger than H–S, and so forth. The reason for this is that the region of space in which electrons are shared between two atoms becomes proportionally smaller as one of the atoms becomes larger (Figure 1.5.1a).

2. Bonds between like atoms usually become weaker as we go down a column (important exceptions are noted later). For example, the C–C single bond is stronger than the Si–Si single bond, which is stronger than the Ge–Ge bond, and so forth. As two bonded atoms become larger, the region between them occupied by bonding electrons becomes proportionally smaller. (Figure 1.5.1b) Noteworthy exceptions are single bonds between the period 2 atoms of groups 15, 16, and 17 (i.e., N, O, F), which are unusually weak compared with single bonds between their larger congeners. It is likely that the N–N, O–O, and F–F single bonds are weaker than might be expected due to strong repulsive interactions between lone pairs of electrons on adjacent atoms. The trend in bond energies for the halogens is therefore \[\text{Cl–Cl > Br–Br > F–F > I–I}\] Similar effects are also seen for the O–O versus S–S and for N–N versus P–P single bonds.

3. Because elements in periods 3 and 4 rarely form multiple bonds with themselves, their multiple bond energies are not accurately known. Nonetheless, they are presumed to be significantly weaker than multiple bonds between lighter atoms of the same families. Compounds containing an Si=Si double bond, for example, have only recently been prepared, whereas compounds containing C=C double bonds are one of the best-studied and most important classes of organic compounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Bonds</th>
<th>Multiple Bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H–Cl 428</td>
<td>S–Br 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–Br 362</td>
<td>I–I 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–I 295</td>
<td>Br–I 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–I 213</td>
<td>S–Br 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si–Si 222</td>
<td>I–I 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si–O 452</td>
<td>O=O 494</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.5.1 The Strength of Covalent Bonds Depends on the Overlap between the Valence Orbitals of the Bonded Atoms. The relative sizes of the region of space in which electrons are shared between (a) a hydrogen atom and lighter (smaller) vs. heavier (larger) atoms in the same periodic group; and (b) two lighter versus two heavier atoms in the same group. Although the absolute amount of shared space increases in both cases on going from a light to a heavy atom, the amount of space relative to the size of the bonded atom decreases; that is, the percentage of total orbital volume decreases with increasing size. Hence the strength of the bond decreases.

4. Multiple bonds between carbon, oxygen, or nitrogen and a period 3 element such as phosphorus or sulfur tend to be unusually strong. In fact, multiple bonds of this type dominate the chemistry of the period 3 elements of groups 15 and 16. Multiple bonds to phosphorus or sulfur occur as a result of d-orbital interactions, as we discussed for the SO$_4^{2-}$ ion in Section 8.6. In contrast, silicon in group 14 has little tendency to form discrete silicon–oxygen double bonds. Consequently, SiO$_2$ has a three-dimensional network structure in which each silicon atom forms four Si–O single bonds, which makes the physical and chemical properties of SiO$_2$ very different from those of CO$_2$.

Note

Bond strengths increase as bond order increases, while bond distances decrease.

Table 1.5.2: Average bond energies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>(kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-F</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Cl</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Br</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-I</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-C</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-N</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-F</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Exercises

### Questions

**Q1.5.1**

Draw an energy diagram for energy vs. intermolecular distance for a fluorine molecule (F\(_2\)) and describe the regions of the graph.

### Solutions

**S1.5.1**

![Energy vs. Distance Diagram](image)

A - Repulsive Forces are present, p-orbitals are too close together

B - Optimal distance between the two p-orbitals to have a bond (the bond length)

C - Cannot form a bond, orbitals are too far away
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